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About This Game

Straima is an arena pulse-pumper platformer for 1-4 players, featuring a level editor.

Master over 125+ devilishly difficult levels in your ravenous pursuit of pinky delicacy, spanning worlds, special powers and
gameplay mutators. There's also several other game modes to enjoy, including Deathmatch, Team Handball, Gunslingers and the
randomly generated endless Infinni Runner for maximum chaotic chumily fun times. And finally a full feature level editor with

Steam Workshop support and 60+ object types allows you to design, save and share your weird creations with chums for
immense joy.

---
Note the multiplayer game modes are local only, not online.
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There is not much to say. Excellent music from excellent VN series. It is not comprised solely of "full songs" but also from
some some half minute long melodies so bear that in mind.

Minus points for copyright issues related absence of some tracks. Understandable, really. Nonetheless disappointing.

Also, I am I the only one thinking the characters in the picture have dresses which look kinda funny given how they normally
dress? I picture Selphine in the long red robe, Ritona in the shorter, still traditional yet practical purple dress and Rune in the
unisex clothing. Just a little thing that came up to my mind instantly when looking at the picture.... Real bare bones game, that
tricks you into thinking it's something more because of the decent graphics.

Its more like a visual novel with a 3D static hub world to walk around in.

No real interactions with the characters at all, scenes are a black screen with describing text.. This is a game that needs far more
customization, there seems to be a decent size pool of ships but only gives you access to just a few (like maybe 6 total). With no
option to learn new technology, upgrade your ships or explore the galaxy in a non-linear fashion this game is lacking in any sort
of depths.
It seems to clock in around 4 hours of gameplay and with no real options to mange your fleet could not recommend getting this
unless it's cheaper.. Kinda hard to fly if you're not into controlling a speeding missile with wings attatched to it. Has very, very
poor brakes. The speedbrakes does nothing unless in the air (where it also hardly works), needs a few miles to bleed off speed
before any attempt to land. It's a good looking aircraft, with a hell of a sound. For some wierd reason i like it, even with it's
downsides. That said, it's totally possible to take-off and land this sucker safely, it's just up to the pilots experience level and
ability to controll it.. Not only do you get a great soundtrack, you get a second album's worth of bonus tracks and covers!
Definitely worth.
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Its a text file in your gamefolder I like to tell people what I didnt know

SteamLibrary\\steamapps\\common\\Disgraced\\Role Playing Game. Fun little game :). The base game was more fun. This one's
a pain.. Currently at level 19. The mechanics are very nice implemented. I felt immersed hearing the music and seeing the color
schemes of the game.

You have to reset the level a lot to experiment with the objects, but it's not too frustrating once you get the hang of it.

Great job! Definitely recommended :D. Easily one of the best puzzle and indie games I have played. The Campaign is non-stop
fun with the enormous amounts of levels, and the custom levels just adds on to that. Including a level editor was an amazing
design choice from the Dev's because it adds so much more to the game. The sound track is top notch as well, it will be within
my music library for a long time.. Got max points on one of the scenarios and gained no XP points! Should have made it in the
top 10. Its not the first time this sim has done this.
As for the Add-on, the brakes become non-responsive some times. If you release these add-ons, check first everything is
working correctly!. I bought this hoping it'd be a faithful recreation of the 1980s Boulder Dash that I knew and loved on the
Commodore 64. Sadly, I'm to be dissapointed with this half-hearted attempt which, while keeping (ravaging?) the basic formula
that made the original so enjoyable, adds elements I'd expect to find on yawn-worthy facebrick games (all it's missing is the
"share this on your wall" functionality honestly).

What added to the dissapointment was the frustration at the vague and overly sensitive controls, not to mention the left-to-move
& right-to-"grab" cluster{censored}. Future buyers, wait till it's in the bargain bin for at least an 80% discount - but, until then,
go grab a copy of VICE and the original Boulder Dash.. This train has been a long time in coming. And now it's out, I don't
know what to say; although I will type quite a lot.

Sounds:
Dovetail Games has always had a problem making good sounds for trains. This is why people like Armstrong Powerhouse
survive; they provide good quality stuff to cover over the trash that DTG churn out. This train is no exception. With it's 455
default sounds and immediate cut off during coasting, I can't say anything good about the sounds. Apart from the fact that this
train has sounds. Which is more than can be said for the 303. I was told that the 455 sounds were "WIP sounds" which either
means they were lying or this is an expensive beta. That will never be fixed. Except by giving \u00a35 to people whose job it is
to clear up the mess left by DTG.

Model:
The model is very good. While it does look like the train has just come out of the depot, it's pretty good. But wait! There's a
floor missing from the MBC (middle coach). See? They can screw even the most basic things up.

Interior:
The train is based in 2015, when 442's are with Gatwick Express. What appears to have happened is that the interior people are
in a time warp and so still think it is 2005 and so have given the train a South West Trains interior. Really? Did anyone at DTG
say: "Just one thing: why have you given this train a SWT interior?" Sometimes I don't get DTG and this is one of them. No
442's have been with SWT since 2007. So why give a train made in 2015 based in 2015 a 2005 interior? That's just failing for
failing's sake.

Cab:
It's OK. But there are problems.
Although a signal bell sounds, you can't reply to it as there is no option to do so. Even the signal button in cab is disabled.
Do you get the idea?
Oh, and there is bird exrement on the side window. Which can only be seen from the in-cab view, not from anywhere else. In
many ways, this is an analogy for DTG; it looks good, but then several bir-brained idiots come and deficate all over it and it ends
up rubbish. Another analogy is that this train is a polished turd. No matter how good it looks, no matter how polished, it is still a
turd.

To sum up: While the train looks amazing, everything else about it is a huge let down. Buy it on sale and then get the sound pack
from AP when they release it.
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Felix

Note: This is NOT the worlds fastest EMU. This is the worlds fastest 3rd rail EMU. This train is not faster than the TGV or
Class 390 or Class 387 or Class 373 etc. COME ON DTG! DO YOUR SODDING RESEARCH!. Purchased this last night,
attempted to get it to download, restarted computer restarted steam. Still no luck getting it to download - not sure what the
problem is.
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